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Broader context

Electrochemical energy storage devices have the potential to provide clean and

sustainable  solutions  to  grid  and  transportations  applications.  A  proton  exchange

membrane  based  unitized  regenerative  fuel  cell  (PEM-URFC),  which  combines  a

hydrogen fuel cell and water electrolyzer into a unitized device, can specifically target

long-term (> 8h) energy storage. However, the widespread application of PEM-URFC

has been hindered due to its low round trip efficiencies and poor stabilities – not because

of  catalysis  or  ionic conduction,  but  mainly  due to  poorly understood and controlled

electrode  structure,  which  directly  impacts  catalyst  utilization  and  mass  transport

behavior  of  URFC.  This  work  studies  two  important  electrode  parameters  including

porosity  and tortuosity  to  show the importance  of  electrode design can help enhance

catalyst  utilizations  and  minimize  mass  transport,  which  allows  us  to  achieve  PEM-

URFC with RTEs at  56% and 53% under  constant  electrode  and constant  gas  mode

operation, respectively, more importantly, a stable operation for more than 500 h, making

an huge advancement to the field of URFC. This electrode design strategy can also be

transferred  to  other  electrochemical  devices  for  energy  storage  and  conversion

applications (Zinc-air battery, flow batteries, CO2 electrolyzer et.al).
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Abstract

The unitized regenerative fuel cell (URFC) is a promising electrochemical device

for  intermittent  renewable  energy  storage  in  chemical  bonds.  However,  widespread

application  has  been  hindered  due  to  low  round-trip  efficiencies  (RTEs)  and

disappointing durability, in particular at high rates. Here, we breakthrough that barrier by

demonstrating highly efficient, flexible, and stable URFCs via hierarchical design of the

multiscale catalyst-layer structures. A more porous and less tortuous Pt and Ir catalyst

layer  is  realized  using  a  doctor  blade  fabrication  method  that  significantly  improves

URFC performance. We demonstrate RTEs of 56% and 53% under  constant-electrode

and constant-gas mode, respectively, while operating at 1000 mA cm-2, and significantly,

an  RTE  of  45%  at  2000  mA  cm-2,  achievements  that  were  previously  viewed  as

unfeasible under the onerous demands of URFC operation. While at the same time we

demonstrate  URFCs  under  both  constant-electrode and  constant-gas mode  operated

continuously for over 500 h with negligible degradation. These results demonstrate the

viability  of  applying  URFCs for  long-term energy  storage  at  previously  unattainable

efficiencies and cast new light on electrode design and optimization of URFCs. 
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Introduction

Over  the  last  few decades,  global  energy  demand  and  consumption  has  been

rapidly  growing,  and  is  projected  to  continue  with  industrialization  and  population

growth.1 Environmental concerns such as climate change, air pollution, and greenhouse-

gas emissions are limiting further usage of fossil fuels and emphasizing the importance of

deploying renewable energy technologies.2,3 A prominent  example of this  trend is  the

increasing deployment of wind, solar, and other renewable electrical generators. These

technologies accounted for 45% of new electricity generation in 2018;4 however, their

availability varies substantially not just on a daily cycle but over weekly, monthly, and

seasonal  periods in most of the populated regions of the world.5 Due to  the intrinsic

intermittency,  relying  on  very  high  shares  of  wind  or  solar  to  achieve  deep

decarbonization requires overbuilding their total capacity, which leads to high curtailed

(wasted)  energy  and  low total  capacity  utilization  rates.5 Although  “firm”  electricity

generators6 could  help  mitigate  this  problem,  they  would  suffer  from low utilization

during  high  renewable-electricity  seasons,  in  addition  to  still  producing  CO2 during

operation. Therefore, if one would propose to achieve near zero carbon emission and a

strongly reliable electric-power sector, energy-storage technologies capable of sustained

input/output over long duration (weeks, months, or even longer) and with high flexibility

are urgently needed. 

Electrochemical  energy-storage  technologies  offer  several  unique  features,

including  emission-free  operation,  compactness  and  scalability  without  geographic

constraints, and flexible operation profiles to meet different grid demands.7 The levelized
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cost of storage (LCOS) analysis also projects a superiority of electrochemical devices for

future electricity-storage solutions.8 While lithium-ion batteries are the most promising

electrochemical  devices  for  short-term (hourly or  daily)  energy storage,  they are less

competitive for long-term (weekly or monthly) energy-storage applications8 due to self-

discharge,  durability  concerns  at  deep cycling,  and high capital  cost  for long storage

times since the storage and conversion functionalities are intimately coupled in a single

architecture.9,10 Redox-flow batteries (RFBs) are also proposed as an alternative choice.

Although RFBs do achieve separation of power and energy, they have limitations in low

specific energy density due to use of liquid electrolytes, relatively low power densities as

well as charge-carrier crossover resulting in loss of charge storage overtime.11–13 Discrete

and unitized regenerative fuel cells (RFCs and URFCs, respectively) could potentially

overcome these deficiencies and offer a viable long-term energy-storage solution. Due to

the decoupled energy-storage capacity with rated power, RFCs and URFCs mostly avoid

self-discharge  and  do  not  necessarily  have  either  a  linear  cost/stored-energy  scaling

relationship or durability concerns under deep charge/discharge compared to secondary

batteries.  Importantly,  combining  a  fuel  cell  and  electrolyzer  into  one  unitized

electrochemical device accomplishes a compact design with shared balance of plant and

cell components, that offers a more economical LCOS compared to discrete reversible

fuel cells.14 A key requirement though is for the URFC to offer comparable high power,

energy  densities  and  durability  to  discrete  fuel  cells  and  electrolyzers,  which  is  a

challenge we address in this work.
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Depending on the conducting electrolyte and operating temperature, URFCs can

be  classified  into  high-temperature  unitized  regenerative  solid-oxide  fuel  cells,15–18

intermediate-temperature  unitized  regenerative  protonic-ceramic  fuel  cells,19–21 low-

temperature  hydroxide-exchange  membrane  unitized  regenerative  fuel  cells  (HEM-

URFCs)22 and  low-temperature  proton exchange  membrane  unitized  regenerative  fuel

cells (PEM-URFCs),23,24 which are the most promising. Compared to high-temperature

(600 – 900°C) or intermediate-temperature (500 – 600°C) URFCs, PEM-URFCs operate

under  mild reaction conditions,  i.e.  20 to  100°C and moderate  pressure,  which could

avoid  mechanical  and  chemical  compatibility  issues  for  main  cell  components.25

Furthermore,  PEM-URFCs  can  rapidly  start-up/shut-down  and  load  follows,26 giving

more flexibility in terms of practical operation for grid balancing. Compared to HEM-

URFCs or other alkaline based fuel cells27–32, PEM-URFCs have higher performance and

better  durability,  as  hydroxide-exchange  electrolytes  are  still  in  early  stages  of

development.33 

While  PEM-URFCs  seem to  be  the  leading  technology  for  long-term energy

storage, widespread commercialization has been hindered due to relatively low RTEs and

disappointing long-term durability at the required high current densities. As a result, they

have only found success in niche applications such as unmanned, limited payload, or

extra-terrestrial vehicles,34 where their energy density reigned over batteries. One of the

main challenges towards solving these limitations is to develop bifunctional electrodes

for URFC operation due to the combination of fuel cell and electrolyzer in one unitized

device.  Generally  speaking,  PEM-URFCs  can  be  operated  in  two  different  modes:
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constant-electrode (CE) mode and constant-gas (CG) mode. In CE mode (Figure 1a),

hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) occur in one

electrode while oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)

occur in the other electrode.  The advantage of CE mode operation is the separation of

ORR and OER to different  electrodes,  giving more room for electrode and gas/liquid

diffusion layers design to obtain better cell efficiency. The disadvantages come from a

wider  range  of  operating  potential  for  both  electrodes,  which  might  lead  to  faster

materials degradation, and the management of risk of mixing of H2 and O2(air) between

switching of charging/discharging.  In CG mode (Figure 1b), HOR/HER occurs in one

electrode while ORR/OER occurs in the other electrode. The CG mode operation avoids

mixing of H2 and O2(air), allowing faster switching between charging/discharging, albeit

liquid  water  purging  between  charge  and  discharge  is  still  necessary. However,  two

limiting reactions (ORR and OER) are combined in the same side of the cell, resulting in

a confluence of cell inefficiencies.  Regardless of the mode, bifunctional electrodes are

essential for URFC operation, which would pose constrains of electrode design compared

to traditional discrete fuel cell and electrolyzers.  For example, while carbon-supported

materials are routinely used in fuel cells, they cannot be used for URFCs on the OER

supporting  electrode  as  carbon  corrosion  occurs  during  electrolysis  operation.23

Therefore, researchers have focused on developing non-carbon supported catalysts with

bifunctional  features especially  for oxygen catalysis  in CG mode URFCs.35 Ir  and Pt

supported by metal oxides (such as TiO2) bifunctional catalysts have garnered a lot of

attention since these platinum-group-metal (PGM) catalysts retain high activity for both

OER and ORR, while metal-oxide supports show increased durability under highly acidic
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and oxidative conditions encountered during water electrolysis.36–39 However, to date, the

metal oxide supported Ir and Pt based bifunctional electrodes for PEM-URFCs have not

met  expectations.  As  reviewed  by  Wang  et.al,24 the  state-of-the-art  PEM-URFCs

performance has been disappointing with either low RTE (~30 to 40%) or low operating

current density (< 500 mA cm-2). Additionally, there is a lack of durability studies for

PEM-URFCs  although  there  are  several  studies  that  report  URFC  durability  under

accelerated-stress tests14,40 focused on start/stop behavior. Therefore, AST cycles do not

necessarily capture all cell-level component degradation over time and fail to answer key

questions  such  as  whether  URFCs  could  adapt  to  wide  range  of  charge-discharge

timeframes under various working conditions. As an electrochemical device to harness

intermittent renewable resources, a URFC needs to operate at different charge-discharge

timescales,  especially  aiming for  grid  scale  applications  that  store large  quantities  of

energy and cycle infrequently,  as H2-based technologies would be more economically

favorable in those scenario compared to other technologies.41 However, the majority of

URFC studies  in  literature  were  not  able  to  achieve  satisfying  long-term  and  stable

operation at reasonably high current densities.23,24 Thus, to ensure the technical viability

of  URFCs  at  reasonable  LCOS,  high  RTEs  at  high  current  densities  and  long-term

durability under various working conditions needs to be achieved.
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Figure  1.  Schematic  illustration  of  a)  CE mode of URFC operation;  b)  CG mode of
URFC  operation.  Red  arrows  indicate  the  mass  flow  during  discharging  (fuel  cell)
operation,  while  orange arrows indicate  the  mass  flow during  charging (electrolyzer)
operation. The URFC devices used in this study consist of a platinized titanium (Ti) flow
field,  platinized  Ti  porous  transport  layer  (PTL),  proton exchange  membrane  (PEM),
carbon based gas diffusion layer (GDL), graphite flow field and two catalyst layers at
each side of the PEM.

Herein, we demonstrate our design and fabrication of a bifunctional electrode that

breaks through the previously believed efficiency, performance, and durability barriers

using  commercially  available  Pt  and  Ir  black  electrocatalysts  and  other  critical  cells

components,24 thus demonstrating the power of hierarchical design and integration. Such
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a PEM-URFC can deliver high RTEs at high current densities and high durability,  e.g.,

56% RTE at  1000 mA cm-2 and  over  500h of  operation.  The  bifunctional  electrode

fabrication and system integration strategy can be applied to other complicated devices

such as metal-air batteries and hydrocarbon electrochemical refineries.

Hierarchical Pt-Ir Electrode Fabrication 

The strategy of mixing unsupported Pt-black and Ir-black catalysts to form a bi-

functional  electrode has been reported before;42–46 however,  none achieved high RTEs

and/or stability. Since Pt black is just as active as Pt/C catalyst for ORR and HOR based

on rotating-disk-electrode measurements,47,48 and Ir black is the gold-standard catalyst for

OER,49 the missing performance of an unsupported Pt-Ir black electrode is not likely due

to a lack of intrinsic catalyst activity. Instead, we hypothesize that it is the fabrication-

dependent catalyst-layer structure and integration that leads to undesired mass-transport

resistance and underutilized catalysts that hinder high URFC performance, especially at

low catalyst loadings. Catalyst layers play a critical role in determining electrochemical-

device performance, as they must ensure a triple percolated transport pathway (gas/liquid,

ions, electron) and ensure an ideal reaction microenvironment at the catalyst site.  For

PEM-URFCs, the water and gas management becomes more challenging than discrete

fuel-cell  or  electrolyzer  technology,  in  particular  the  oxygen  electrode  requires  both

liquid water flow (during charging) and a humidified reactive gas without liquid water

condensation (during discharging).  In this  work,  we applied  two electrode fabrication

methods and related ink recipes including ultrasonic spray coating and doctor blading to

create two types of Pt-Ir bifunctional electrodes for URFC operation. During ultrasonic
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spray coating, very dilute, low viscosity ink is sprayed layer by layer onto the membrane

substrate, whereas during doctor blading, more concentrated ink at higher viscosity is

coated on the membrane substrate.50 The detailed fabrication parameters were listed in the

method section. The  catalyst coated membrane (CCM)  fabricated using doctor blading

and  ultrasonic  spraying  are  denoted  as  DBCCM  and  SPCCM  in  the  rest  of  text,

respectively.  The  total  PGM  loading  and  Pt/Ir  distribution  were  consistent  between

DBCCM and SPCCM MEAs, 0.8 mg/cm2 total Pt metal loading and 0.5 mg/cm2 total Ir

metal loading, representing a total PGM reduction of 31% relative to discrete fuel cell

and electrolyzer cell.14 
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Pt-Ir Electrode URFC Performance Evaluation 

Figure  2 a), b) URFC charge/discharge polarization curves and RTEs evaluation using
DBCCM  under  CE  and  CG  mode,  respectively;  c),  d)  URFC  charge/discharge
polarization  curves  and  RTEs  evaluation  using  SPCCM  under  CE  and  CG  mode,
respectively. URFC-RTE1 and URFC-RTE2 are calculated when air and oxygen are used
as oxidant at discharge mode, respectively. Nafion 212 was selected as membrane for all
tests. Cells were operated at 80 °C. Data is presented without iR correction.

The  URFC  performance  was  evaluated  by  operating  at  charging  (water

electrolysis)  mode  followed  by  discharging  mode  (fuel  cell)  with  O2 and  air  feed,

respectively. The charge-discharge polarization curves and round-trip efficiencies of the

Pt-Ir electrode contained in URFC MEAs and hardware (titanium porous transport layer

and titanium flowfield for the OER side of the cell) under both CE and CG mode are

given in  Figure 2. During charging, the  i-V curve of DBCCM appears to be linear at
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current density range of 500 - 2000 mA cm-2, whereas the  i-V curve of SPCCM shows

two  distinguishable  slopes,  indicating  a  higher  mass  transport  resistance.  During

discharging,  i-V curves  of  both  DBCCM and SPCCM do  not  show significant  mass

transport  limitation  under  CE  mode,  however,  a  clear  mass  transport  region  can  be

observed when air is used as oxidant under CG mode. The detailed voltage breakdown

will be discussed in later sections. At 1000 mA cm-2 for both charging and discharging,

DBCCM is able to achieve RTEs of 56.4% and 52.3% under CE-URFC (Figure 2a), and

RTEs of 53.6% and 51.1% under CG-URFC (Figure 2b),  with O2 and air  fed during

discharging,  respectively,  which  is  the  best-reported  RTEs  under  both  CE  and  CG

operating mode for low-temperature URFCs (Table S1).22,23 In the case of SPCCM, RTEs

were calculated to be 51.3% and 47.8% under CE-URFC (Figure 2c), and 47.6% and

42.7% under CG-URFC (Figure 2d), with O2 and air fed during discharging, respectively.

It is clear that DBCCM achieves higher RTEs than SPCCM at the same testing condition

under both CE and CG URFC operations. The result indicates that URFC performance

and RTEs are sensitive  to  electrode fabrication  method and subsequent  catalyst-layer

structure even at the same catalyst loading, which also hints that DBCCM could have

more porous and less tortuous catalyst layer architecture compared to SPCCM. As more

porous catalyst layer usually offers higher electrochemically active surface area indicated

from Figure S1, showing DBCCM has one magnitude higher of double layer capacitance

compared to SPCCM. Therefore, DBCCM possessed better catalyst utilization compared

to SPCCM for ORR and OER due to enhanced creation of active surface area, leading to

lower kinetic overpotential during charging (Figure S2a) and discharging (Figure S2b,

S2c). Besides, as shown in Figure S2d - S2f, the mass-transport overpotential of DBCCM
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is significantly lower compared to SPCCM for OER during charging (Figure S2d) and

ORR during discharging (Figure S2e, S2f), respectively. The higher porosity and lower

tortuosity  of  DMCCM  could  promote  mass  transport  for  both  gaseous  and  liquid

reactants and products, thus improve cell performance. The performance of DBCCM was

further  verified  at  25  cm2 by  industrial  partners,  Nel  Hydrogen  and  Ballard  Power

Systems, for charging and discharging at CG-URFC mode, respectively.  As shown in

Figure  S3,  the  25  cm2 CCMs were  able  to  achieve  RTE of  51% at  1000 mA cm-2,

indicating the possibility of using current electrode design for large MEA and cell stack

manufacture. 

Pt-Ir Electrode URFC Stability

To investigate the feasibility  and flexibility  of URFCs for potential grid-energy-

storage applications, we first conducted reversible operation of the DBCCM under CE-

URFC  mode  via  periodically  switching  between  electrolysis  and  fuel  cell  at  three

different full charge/discharge timescales: daily, two-day, and bi-weekly (Figure 3a). The

detailed description of switch between charge/discharge is shown in SI. For the first time,

a tested CE-URFC achieved 600 h of continuous operation at 1000 mA cm-2 with only 20

mV of voltage loss, indicating well-retained RTEs (electricity to hydrogen to electricity)

over charge/discharge cycles and very good operation flexibility under different working

conditions.  The performance decay could come from possible catalysts degradation as

indicated from the ultra-small-angle X-ray scattering results (Figure S4), which show a

slight  particle  size  reduction  after  stability  tests.  Ex-situ  accelerated  stress  tests  were

conducted on rotating disk electrode to further probe this observation. The results (Figure
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S5) show that the degradation was more likely to come from Pt catalyst instead of Ir

catalyst due to the wide operating voltage window of CE-URFC. Another test was also

conducted to study the stability of unsupported Pt-Ir electrode under CG-URFC mode. To

maintain  better  RTEs  overtime,  current  densities  of  1000  and  500  mA  cm -2 were

examined for charging and discharging, respectively. Reversible operation between two

cycles of two-days charging followed by four-days discharging and one cycle of three-

days charging followed by six-days discharging were conducted (Figure 3b). During 500

h of charge/discharge cycling, there was negligible voltage degradation and thus well-

retained RTEs.  Voltage oscillations  noticed  during discharging under  CG mode were

mostly likely due to the use of PTL as the gas-diffusion medium, leading to possible

intermittent flooding issue. The voltage breakdown and performance analysis are shown

in  later  sections.  Overall,  the  rationally  designed  Pt-Ir  black  bifunctional  electrode

achieved excellent in-cell stability under both CE and CG operation mode and at much

larger charge/discharge timescales  compared to current LIB technologies,  exhibiting a

promising potential of URFC as a solution for long-term energy storage.  
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Figure 3. Longevity test of DBCCM at: a) CE mode in a 5 cm2 MEA URFC device. Both
charging and discharging were conducted at 1 A cm-2; b) CG mode in a 5 cm2 MEA
URFC device. Charging and discharging were conducted at 1 A cm-2  and 0.5 A cm-2,
respectively. Air was fed to the cathode during discharging. Cell was maintained at 80
°C. Nafion 212 was selected as membrane. Cell was operated at 80 °C. Data is presented
without iR correction.

URFC Voltage Breakdowns

Returning to the URFC performance in Figure 2, it is also interesting to note that

operating CE-URFC achieved better RTEs compared to CG-URFC mode with both O2
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and air  feed for both DBCCM (Figure 2a  vs. Figure 2b) and SPCCM (Figure 2c  vs.

Figure  2d).  This  result  is  in  agreement  with  our  recent  report  by  Regmi  et.al.,14 but

without a detailed explanation; herein, we explore these observations further. Since OER

always occurs  on the electrode with Ir  catalyst  during charging,  the RTE differences

between CG-URFC and CE-URFC come from the performance difference  during the

discharging process. During discharge or fuel-cell mode, it’s generally accepted that the

sluggish  ORR kinetics  and  poor  cathode  mass  transport  are  limiting  factors  for  cell

performance,51 therefore, whether ORR occurs on Pt/C electrode coupled with Sigracet

29BC GDL or on unsupported Pt-Ir electrode coupled with Ti PTL play a very important

role in determining benefits and penalties of running CG-URFCs or CE-URFCs. Since all

tests  were  conducted  in  the  same  device  using  the  exact  same  membrane  electrode

assembly (MEA), the ohmic overpotential  was measured to  be very similar  under  all

tested conditions (Figure S6). Therefore, we extracted the kinetic overpotential and mass-

transport overpotential of DBCCM at both CE-URFC and CG-URFC mode when oxygen

and air were used as oxidant (Figure 4), respectively. The detailed voltage breakdown

process  is  listed  in  the  supporting  information.  The  ORR  electrode  kinetics  were

comparable  between  unsupported  Pt-Ir  electrode  and  Pt/C  electrode,  as  the  kinetic

overpotential  exhibited  little  difference  between  CE-URFC  and  CG-URFC  during

discharging under H2/O2 (Figure 4a) and H2/Air (Figure 4b). The performance difference

between  CE-URFC  and  CG-URFC  more  likely  stems  from  mass  transport  during

discharging.  As  shown  in  Figure  4c  and  4d,  the  mass-transport  overpotential  was

significantly higher in CG mode than in CE mode, indicating that conventional carbon

based  GDL coupled  with  carbon-supported  catalyst  layer  had  superior  mass  transfer
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compared to Pt-Ir black electrode coupled with Ti PTL. This is probably due to the fact

that traditional carbon paper based GDL with micro porous layer and Pt/C catalyst layer

have a more open structure and better-controlled hydrophobicity compared to Ti PTL and

unsupported catalyst layer, which is more favorable for the gaseous reactant and liquid-

product  mass  transport.  A discharge  performance  comparison  of  DBCCM under  CG

mode operation between using carbon based GDL and Ti PTL is shown in Figure S7. The

result  indicates  CG-URFC performance  could  be  further  improved  with  proper  PTL

design by mimicking the properties of carbon GDL. It is also interesting to note that the

differences in mass-transport overpotential between CE-URFC and CG-URFC under H2/

O2 (Figure 4c) are significantly lower than that under H2/air (Figure 4d) especially at high

current densities). For example, at the same current density of 1600 mA cm-2, the mass-

transport  difference  between  CE-URFC and  CG-URFC under  H2/O2 is  about  89  mV

while it is 299 mV under H2/air. This is probably because the Ti PTL (254 microns) is

about 40% thicker than Sigracet 29BC GDL (177 microns), which enhances the diffusion

length of oxygen in air, as previous studies have shown that the ratio of GDL thickness to

the  extent  of  the  land is  critical  to  the effective  utilization  of  the  catalyst  in  low O2

concentration feed of PEMFC.52 The high mass-transport overpotential under CG mode

with air feed was further studied by mathematical modeling. The model is well calibrated

based on the experimental data (Figure 4e). The breakdown shows the reactant transport

in PTL has significant impact on the overall mass-transport overpotential, especially at

medium to low current densities (Figure 4f). For example, it constitutes about 78.5% of

the total mass-transport overpotential at a current density of 1000 mA cm -2. As air feed

URFC operation is a more practical choice, the above result indicates a thinner PTL and
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tailored  hydrophobicity  could  potentially  help  improve  RTEs  for  future  CG-URFC

design. 

Figure 4. a), b) Kinetic overpotential of DBCCM under CE and CG mode when oxygen
and air are used as oxidant for fuel cell, respectively; c), d) Mass transport overpotential
of DBCCM under CE and CG mode when oxygen and air are used as oxidant for fuel
cell,  respectively;  e)  model  calibration  against  experimental  CG-URFC  discharge
polarization curve under air feed; f) mass-transport overpotential breakdown under CG-
URFC discharge mode with air feed.
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Pt-Ir Electrode Structural Analysis 

To further investigate the structural properties of the DBCCM, scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and focused ion beam-scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) were

performed. As shown in Figure 5a, the DBCCM has a smooth and intact surface without

visible  cracking.  The  3D  microscopic  structure  of  the  Pt-Ir  electrode  (Figure  5b)  is

created by reconstructing a series of slice-view images obtained using FIB-SEM. The

catalyst layer exhibits a very porous structure with interconnected pore channels that are

well aligned with each other in vertical direction (Figure 5c). This is likely due to the

doctor-blading fabrication process, wherein solvents vaporize when ink touches the hot

substrate surface, and then transfer from the bottom side to the topside of catalyst layer,

therefore creating interconnected porous structures, which should reduce catalyst-layer

tortuosity. As a result, the solid phase (catalyst + ionomer) is also vertically connected

(Figure 5d). By comparison, the SPCCM though shows a smooth surface morphology

(Figure S8a), is featureless in terms of spatial distribution of pore and solid phase within

the  catalyst  layer  (Figure  S8b-S8d).  Thanks  to  the  unique  catalyst  layer  formation

mechanism, even using unsupported Pt and Ir catalysts, the DBCCM has a porosity of

36.4%, which are much higher than the SPCCM of 29.3%. The tortuosity factor53 of the

Pt-Ir electrode was calculated using the TauFactor MATLAB plugin54 which compares

the steady-state diffusive flow through the measured pore network, which is based on

microstructural image data, to that through a fully dense control volume of the same size

and fluidic conditions.54 The tortuosity factors accounting for not only the additional path

length but also its change in the velocity of a species when migrating through a porous
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structure, are evaluated at transverse, lateral and axial directions,  which correspond to

direction 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 5e, respectively. The DBCCM has lower tortuosity factors

in all three directions compared to SPCCM (Figure 5f), in particular at the transverse

direction.  Besides,  the  flux density  of  DBCCM at  steady state  shows more  transport

pathways are provided at transverse direction compared to SPCCM (Figure S9 vs. Figure

S10),  therefore  indicating  a  better  catalyst  layer  utilization  and lower  mass  transport

resistance. The pore size distribution comparison (Figure S11) between the DBCCM and

SPCCM indicates that a higher volume fraction in secondary pore range (around 10-40

nm)55 helps the gaseous transport of reactants and products during URFC operation. The

structural  features  of  high  porosity  and  low  tortuosity  factor  sufficiently  explain  the

superiority  of  DBCCM in  enhancing  catalyst  utilization  and  reducing  mass  transport

resistance for URFC operation. Besides, the doctor blading process can efficiently reduce

electrode manufacture time even at large scale while fabricating electrodes with better

RTEs for URFCs compared to the spraying method, therefore could potentially improve

the overall LCOS based on our previous technical-economic analysis.14   
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Figure 5. a) SEM image of the DBCCM, scale bar 5 μm; b) The reconstructed 3D Pt-Ir
catalyst  layer  structure  of  DBCCM; c)-d)  corresponded pore  and solid  3D structures
within the  catalyst  layer,  respectively.  The stack size is  5.57*4.61*1.2 μm. The total
volume  is  30.78  μm3,  total  void  volume  is  11.21  μm3.  e)  the  three  directions  that
tortuosity  factors  are  obtained;  f)  comparison  of  tortuosity  between  DBCCM  and
SPCCM. 
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Conclusions

In summary, we utilized a hierarchical approach in design and optimization of the

bifunctional catalyst layer to demonstrate PEM-URFC with the state-of-the-art round-trip

efficiencies  (RTEs)  at  high  current  densities  and excellent  long-term stable  operation

under  both  constant-electrode  (CE)  and  constant-gas  (CG)  operation  modes.  The

optimized Pt-Ir black electrode achieves RTEs of 56% and 53% under CE and CG mode,

respectively,  while operating at 1000 mA cm-2. URFCs under both CE and CG mode

were  able  to  operate  continuously  for  over  500  h  with  negligible  degradation.  We

emphasize that at 2000 mA cm-2, a surprising 45% RTE was achieved. The porosity and

tortuosity of unsupported Pt-Ir catalyst layer played an important role in determining the

URFC RTEs.  Open  and  direct  transport  pathways  enabled  by  more  porous  and  less

tortuous  catalyst  layers  led  to  better  catalyst  utilization  and  lower  mass  transport

resistance. The result indicates that developing electrocatalysts with bifunctional features

may not be necessary but are still  considered the holy grail.  Instead,  a well-designed

catalyst  layer with mixture of different catalyst dedicated to each of the fuel cell  and

electrolyzer half reaction could also achieve excellent URFC performance, and durability

at a total PGM loading reduction of 31% compared to discrete systems. The performance

analysis between CE and CG mode URFC indicated that mass transport was the critical

factor  limiting  the  CG URFC performance.  The thick  PTL may lead to  extended O2

diffusion length, underutilizes catalyst layer under the land and possible flooding during

discharging. This work shows that URFCs can be performance-competitive with other

long-duration or grid-scale energy-storage technologies and have a promising future; we
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are  taking  next  steps  for  stack  design  and  scaleup  toward  the  commercialization

roadmaps. 
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